IS YOUR LIFE JUST ... A WALK IN THE PARK?

OR DO YOU NEED ... A LITTLE MORE INFORMATION

In almost every instance, in 99% of your daily routine, you are quite safe. You can go about your business in condition “White” - unaware of your surroundings and oblivious to any hazard. It might be better, however, if you were to take in just a bit more information and ratchet your personal awareness up to condition “Green” - in this condition you are at least aware of your surroundings to the point that you know there is no immediate hazard or threat.

Don’t go through life Un-Aware, learn and prepare; Get just a bit more information.

TODAY IS OUR INDEPENDENCE DAY

Throughout history our personal arms have been the symbols and tools of freedom. Today we celebrate our Independence Day, won 235 years ago by force of arms.

By exercising the natural right to bear arms, and our Heritage, we celebrate our Independence.

FORCE AND REASON

There are only two ways someone can persuade us to do their bidding; By Reasoning or by Force.

I know you can handle the Reasoning. Can you counter the use of Force?

REMEMBER THE SAFETY RULES

1) Keep the firearm pointed in a safe direction
2) Treat all firearms as if they are loaded
3) Keep your finger off the trigger until ready to shoot

WHY DO SOME FOLKS CARRY FIREARMS?

– Because a cop is too heavy
– When seconds count, 911 help is still minutes away.
– When you need a firearm defense tool, you will need it RIGHT NOW
– A right un-exercised is a right decayed and infringed
– If you ignore your rights they WILL just go away.

HAVE YOU EVER ASKED SOMEONE, “WHY DO YOU NEED FIREARMS?”

If so, you are asking the wrong question. The proper question is, “why do you WANT firearms?”

The correct answer is, you never know what the NEED might be or when it might arise, but you WANT firearms and training because you may NEED firearms at any time in the future.

Be prepared
WHERE DO YOU SEE FIREARMS TODAY?
Occasionally you might see them at sporting events or on media coverage of such events, like the recent winter Olympics.
Unfortunately you most likely see them in a negative light in news or entertainment media. There you constantly see the message, “Guns Are Bad”. I am here to show you the “Guns Are Good” message - or the “Criminals Are Bad” message.
Talk to me.

ARE YOU WORRIED ABOUT SAFETY?
No firearm is ever going to get up on its own, load itself and then go out haphazardly shooting itself. It takes an ignorant or criminal person to do harm with a firearm. Like any tool, it can be used for good or for bad. Fire is such a tool; paraphrasing George Washington, “...it is a dangerous servant and a fearful master.” If you are worried about safety, learn about what frightens you, and then the worry will disappear.

WHAT CAN I LEARN FROM A FIREARM OWNER?
A firearm owner learns the safe and legal actions of owning and using firearms.
He displays integrity and self-reliance.
He enjoys the discipline and achievement of practice and accurately shooting.
He has the ability to hunt and provide for himself and his family.
He carries the trust of his community that he is a careful and law-abiding citizen.
He understands the threat of criminal and ill-legitimate actions and works to remove them from society.
He teaches others, and through learning they gain the comfort of skill at arms.
He stands ready to defend.

The law-abiding firearm owner is “The Good Guy” (though they do not always wear white hats.)

Where can I get some information about firearms, defense, safety, and fun? Talk to me or visit the web at various sites like;

http://jacksonholegunclub.net/
– 570 S. HWY 89 / 307-733-4267

http://home.nra.org/classic.aspx
– Eddie Eagle / Women On Target Instructors / Competition

http://wyominggunowners.org/
– Wyoming Gun Owners Association

http://www.sassnet.com/
– Cowboy Action Shooting

http://www.idpa.com/
– Defensive Pistol Shooting

http://www.jacksonholechamber.com/events/jh-shootout.php
– Jackson Hole Shootout Gang

http://shootinjh.com/
– J H Shooting Experience

http://counterviolenceinstitute.com
– Counter Violence Institute

Be informed